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Editorial

As predicted, the past year has seen a robust
rebound of the global aerospace industry.
However, growth has been inhibited by supply
chain shortages, talent availability and
inflationary pressures. In addition, geo-political
tensions have resulted in fuel price uncertainty
and availability of critical metals. However, at
the recently held World Economic Forum there
was cautious optimism that the global economic
outlook for the year ahead will be better than
originally considered. Nonetheless, there are
concerns around further inflationary pressures
resulting from China's reopening and the rising
debt in the developing world.

The recent strong recovery in air travel has led to
increased aircraft orders. Domestic traffic levels
reached around 81% of the pre-pandemic 2019
levels and international traffic has seen growth
with the easing of travel restrictions worldwide.
As a result the International Air Transport
Association has predicted that the aviation
industry is likely to return to profit this year.
Oliver Wyman’s review showed that globally in-
service narrowbody aircraft has surpassed pre-
Covid levels whilst regional jet and turboprops
operations are at 80% to 90% levels.

The Association of Asia Pacific Airlines reported
that whilst the region lagged behind the rest of
the world, traffic is still expected to reach 75% of
2019 levels by the end of 2022 reporting period
with the general outlook in 2023 remaining
positive.

According to the Ministry of Transport, Malaysia’s
2022 passenger traffic is forecasted to increase by
up to 525% over the year, giving a possible 45 per
cent recovery from the 2019 pre-pandemic traffic
levels.

So what does this mean for the aftermarket and
MRO activity. Whilst demand for new aircraft to
meet lower operating costs is clearly there, supply
is not able to keep up, meaning existing fleets will
remain in service. This is good news for MRO
players. There has also been a significant rise in
demand for helicopters and business jets. The
business aviation sector is expected to recover to
2019 delivery and expenditure levels by the end of
2023 with deliveries in 2023 expected to be 17%
higher than 2022. Recently Airbus reported that
helicopter deliveries had marginally increased and
importantly that the total flight hours in 2002 had
reached pre-Covid levels. The global market for
helicopter services is expected to grow at a CAGR
of 4.00% over the next 5 years.

Globally there are now more than 700 eVTOL
advanced air mobility (AAM) designs and drones
are finding increasingly more applications.
Meanwhile, private participation in space is also
growing with 94% of the 72 rocket launches coming
in the first half of 2022 alone. This coming year is
likely to see further developments in the fields of
Earth observation/remote sensing, satellite
communications, and weather and emissions
tracking.

There is undoubtedly a growing importance in
these areas with sustainability issues very much at
the forefront. The EU have implemented the
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation requiring
companies to report on how they integrate
sustainability risk and promote environmental or
social factors at both company and product level.
This and other UN initiatives are impacting the
aerospace industry supply chain and will become
increasingly important for Malaysian suppliers.
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In support the aviation industry at the ICAO 41st
Assembly recently set a target of Net Zero by
2050. This is an ambitious goal. To meet this
obligation the aerospace industry is moving
toward using SAFs and new propulsion
technologies such as electric, hydrogen, and
hybrid. This should lead to increased profitability
and more availability of flights due to reduced
maintenance. Electric propulsion could be a long
term solution for decarbonisation particularly for
regional operations and increasing use of
advanced air mobility.

Companies need also to take into account
indirect emissions from their own fuel and
energy needs (Scope 2) and from upstream and
downstream activities (Scope 3). This includes
areas such as supply chain and logistics, travel,
waste management, investment and product
disposal. Sustainability requires new technologies
in order to make the evolutionary changes to
identify opportunities, predict needs and drive
efficiency.

This can be achieved through sensor
technologies using IoT and other innovations
such as AI data analytics providing a more
accurate picture of carbon footprints.

This leads us onto a second area of focus for our
industry; that of digital transformation. This
offers competitive advantages in each of design,
manufacture and maintenance. One such
advancement is through the implementation of
digital threads. This is explored further in our
featured article of this edition.

Digital threads enable organisations to connect
engineering, supply chain, manufacturing and the
aftermarket. According to Deloitte, whilst less
than 5% of manufacturing companies have
deployed this solution, more than 85% of
companies have a plan to leverage it in the near
future.

The industry’s increased focus on shortened lead
times, improved cycle times, and increased
factory efficiency will encourage more “smart
factory” initiatives. This approach can help
companies adapt more quickly to demand
fluctuations and supply chain adjustments.

The global aerospace industry is also as mentioned
facing issues in attracting and retaining talent. This
requires a renewed focus on industry branding and
closer collaboration between industry and education
by reaching out to schools, through internships as well
as determining specific workforce skills and capacity
needs.

For Malaysia as the industry continues its growth it
offers opportunities to become an increasingly
important member of the global supply chain. Even
though many governments are implementing new
trade policies to protect their workers and local supply
base, many global companies are still diversifying their
supply base to minimise risk.

A Deloitte study states that 36% of US companies are
indeed exploring this track. To support this, MAIA is
engaging with an increasing number of international
associations in North America, Europe, across the Asia
Pacific and the Middle East. In addition MAIA has
arranged trade missions to France and participated in
trade shows such as Farnborough, MRO Asia Pacific in
Singapore and the Selangor Aerospace Show. Moving
forward MAIA will be involved in many more of these
events.

MAIA recognises the importance of digitalisation and
sustainability in order to maintain and grow our
presence in the global supply chain and will focus
more on these two important areas. To ensure our
members are ready to meet the talent challenges,
MAIA has been working with our members and
government in developing an aerospace
apprenticeship framework to ensure we have the
ready supply of talent with the required skills.

MAIA has held a number of high level meetings with
many government agencies and other relevant
stakeholders in order to ensure our industry and the
issues faced by our industry remain in focus.

MAIA has set up a new Drone/UAM Technical Sub-
Committee and there are plans this year to to cover
the Space, Avionics and Rotary Wing sectors. This will
maximise opportunities in these growth markets and
encourage their further development.

We therefore look forward to an exciting year ahead
as we work and engage with you in ensuring our
common objective of further advancing our industry.
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EU APPLAUDS MALAYSIA'S DOUBLE AVIATION
ACHIEVEMENTS, SAYS DR WEE
The European Union (EU) Commission applauds
Malaysia's double achievements in aviation with
its re-election to the International Civil Aviation
Organisation Council and reinstatement to
Category 1 of the United States International
Aviation Safety Assessment Programme. Dr Wee
also said that the development of sustainable
aviation fuels whilst making it more accessible and
affordable for aviation industry players in the
future was key to meeting net zero goals. Read
more
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ESG ADOPTION: MITI TO LEAD MALAYSIA’S
AEROSPACE COMPETITIVENESS FORWARD
Malaysian aerospace players must enhance
capacity and capabilities to remain part of the
global supply chain. Deputy Minister of
International Trade and Industry Senator Datuk Lim
Ban Hong emphasised that compliance with the
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
requirements, is a prerequisite. The Government
will continue to facilitate the growth of the
aerospace industry and compliance to ESG. Read
more

MALAYSIA'S AEROSPACE SECTOR GROWING FASTER
The Malaysia Aerospace Industry Association felt that
the 2023 Budget will continue supporting the
development of the local aerospace industry as
highlighted in the 12th Malaysia Plan. MAIA President
Naguib Mohd Nor said the aerospace manufacturing
and maintenance, repair and overhaul industry was
growing at a faster rate than pre-Covid-19 with a large
backlog order of aircraft and a growing number of
flights. Read more

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2022/10/16/eu-applauds-malaysia039s-double-aviation-achievements-says-dr-wee
https://www.businesstoday.com.my/2022/09/22/esg-adoption-miti-to-lead-malaysias-aerospace-competitiveness-forward/
https://www.nst.com.my/business/2022/10/838040/malaysias-aerospace-sector-growing-faster-players-hope-budget-support
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THE SELANGOR AVIATION SHOW 2022 FLIES HIGH
POST PANDEMIC
The Selangor Aviation Show 2022 (SAS2022) which
was held from 8th to 10th of September more than
met expectations. SAS2022 successfully recorded
RM1.06bn of potential of business during the 3 day
event. There was a total of 62 exhibitors from 5
countries representing the world’s aerospace and
aviation industries, displaying their exhibits either
on the ramp or in the exhibition booth. Read more
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MATRADE PROMOTES MALAYSIA’S
CAPABILITIES, STRENGTHS IN THE MRO
INDUSTRY AT MRO ASIA PACIFIC 2022
Participation of Malaysia’s MRO companies in
MRO Asia Pacific 2022 (MROAP2022) was
aimed to revive Malaysia’s exports of MRO
services industry and to further strengthen
market visibility and capabilities of Malaysia’s
MRO and its related services. Read more

MAIA LEADS TRADE MISSION TO AEROMART
TOULOUSE
MAIA led a trade mission of members at the
end of November 2022 to Aeromart Toulouse.
This was an opportunity to showcase the
strengths of Malaysian aerospace companies
with the aim to grow their presence
internationally. Read more

https://www.thesundaily.my/business/the-selangor-aviation-show-2022-fly-high-post-pandemic-ME9897284
https://www.businesstoday.com.my/2022/09/28/matrade-promotes-malaysias-capabilities-strengths-in-the-mro-industry-at-mro-asia-pacific-2022/
https://www.businesstoday.com.my/2022/12/14/malaysian-companies-secure-potential-sales-of-rm276-million-at-aeromart-toulouse-2022/
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Rolls-Royce continues its drive to further the
decarbonisation of aviation. The company
announced it had signed an agreement to test
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) from US-based Alder
Fuels. The testing laid out in their Memorandum of
Understanding includes evaluating the energy
efficiency, emissions criteria, and low-carbon
credentials of the SAF produced from Alder's
proprietary greencrude technology Read more

ROLLS-ROYCE PARTNERS WITH ALDER FUELS 
TO TEST GREENCRUDE SAF

A peek at any flight tracking map gives some
indication of how daunting it must be to direct and
communicate with all traffic passing through the
airspace and vying for precious flight levels and
landing strip real estate. Meanwhile, the
optimisation of air traffic management would not
only simplify the work of air traffic controllers it
could reduce aviation's CO2 emissions significantly.
Read more

The specifications and the approach for VTOLs flight
certification will focus on their safety and
sustainability. The main reference points for the
specifications are redundant propulsion and systems,
landing or taking-off vertically, and fail-safe systems
and structures. Read more

HOW BETTER ATC COLLABORATION COULD CUT 
AVIATION'S CARBON EMISSIONS

VTOL DESIGNS FOR URBAN AIR MOBILITY
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https://simpleflying.com/rolls-royce-partners-alder-fuels-test-greencrude-saf/
https://simpleflying.com/atc-collaboration-could-cut-co2-emissions/
https://www.easa.europa.eu/en/light/topics/vtol-designs-urban-air-mobility
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The 41st Assembly of ICAO concluded with
successful outcomes for ICCAIA and its members.
There were over 2,500 delegates from more than
250 countries and organisations. This included 45
participants from across ICCAIA attending either
in person or watching online including MAIA. The
Assembly reviewed more than 580 papers across
the spectrum of aviation interests, as well as
electing the new ICAO Council (including
Malaysia) for the next three years. Read more

41ST ICAO ASSEMBLY CONCLUDES WITH POSITIVE 
OUTCOMES FOR ICCAIA AND ITS MEMBERS

Recognising the critical role air transport plays
as a catalyst for sustainable development
worldwide, governments attending the 41st
ICAO Assembly earlier this month have taken
new steps to recognise and strengthen the role
of air connectivity in their strategic planning
and policies, and to emphasise the role it plays
in achieving global sustainable development.
Read more

NASA’s partnership with Boeing will produce and
test a full-scale demonstrator to help lead
design of future commercial airliners that are
more fuel efficient, with benefits to the
environment, the commercial aviation industry,
and to passengers worldwide. If successful,
these technologies may take to the skies in the
2030s. Read more

STATES AT ICAO ASSEMBLY RECOGNISE CRITICAL 
ROLE OF AIR TRANSPORT

NEW AIRCRAFT DESIGN FROM NASA AND BOEING
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https://iccaia.org/2022/10/41st-icao-assembly-concludes-with-positive-outcomes-for-iccaia-and-its-members/
https://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/States-at-ICAO-Assembly-recognize-critical-role-of-air-transport-in-progressing-global-sustainable-development.aspx
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/nasa-sustainable-flight-demonstrator-climate-scn/index.html
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AIRBORNE SOLUTIONS SDN BHD

SKY FUTURES (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

CAIDMARK SDN BHD

MY AERO SPARES PLT

Sky-Futures (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Essem Group Sdn Bhd operating under a
franchise agreement with Sky-Futures UK. The company
provides services to the global market with software,
sensor and technology solutions for the drone-based
industrial inspection market. The technology is being
used today by clients looking to harness drone-driven
data collection and analysis. [more info]

Airborne Solutions Sdn Bhd is an international air
transport and integrated logistics solutions provider.
Specialised in aviation logistics, helicopter shipping, air
cargo and cargo aircraft charter, providing total logistics
solutions to clients from the aviation and aerospace
industry. [more info]

Caidmark, an ISO 9001:2015 accredited engineering and
ICT services company, was set up in April 1986 to offer
engineering services and configure software for
engineering and scientific applications. Caidmark is an
Authorised Engineering Organisation by the Directorate
General of Technical Airworthiness for the Design
Approval of Aircraft Structural Integrity activities on
RMAF aircraft and Engine Structural Integrity activities.
[more info]

A parts trading company offering quality parts when
you need them with a commitment to customer
service. The team are trained in quality control and
follow all ASA-100 guidelines. [more info]

See our full Membership Directory

https://www.sky-futures.my/
https://airbornesolutions.com.my/
https://www.caidmark.com.my/
https://vstreamrevo.com/
https://myaerospares.com/
https://vstreamrevo.com/
https://maia.my/directory-3-2/
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ERODROMO SDN BHDUNIKL MIAT

IO SETIA VENTURES SDN BHD

SAZMA AVIATION SDN BHD

MONT AERO SDN BHD

UniKL is an entrepreneurial technical university in
Malaysia. UniKL Malaysian Institute of Aviation Technology
(“UniKL MIAT”) is one of the country’s aviation training
institutes specialising in aircraft maintenance and
technology programmes offering foundation, bachelor,
postgraduate programmes and professional certificates.
[more info]

IO Setia Ventures Sdn Bhd (IOSV) was established in 1996.
They are focused in providing best solutions and services
to assist clients enhance productivity. They provide various
maintenance and supply services to various government
agencies, education institutions and private companies.
IOSV is an ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 and ISO
45001:2018 certified company. [more info]

SAZMA Aviation is an Oil and Gas helicopter transportation
company in Malaysia. They started operations in 2012 and
SAZMA Aviation is the first company in the country to
achieve this unique distinction of a standalone offshore
Aviation Air Operator Certificate (AOC) approved by Civil
Aviation Authority Malaysia (CAAM). [more info]

Mont Aero are a start up company focused on composite
products including RTM processes and thermoplastics.
[more info]

See our full Membership Directory

https://miat.unikl.edu.my/
https://www.facebook.com/impedge/
https://iosv.com.my/
https://sazma.com.my/
https://www.facebook.com/impedge/
https://vstreamrevo.com/
https://www.montaero.com.my/
https://vstreamrevo.com/
https://maia.my/directory-3-2/
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Philip Simonsson
Digital Transformation Manager for the 

Civil Aftermarket Business
GKN Aerospace Engine Systems

Major global airframe, engine and system integrator OEMs are leading the way in digitalisation and increasingly
requiring similar adoption within their supply chain. As such to remain globally competitive digital transformation
in the Malaysian aerospace industry will be essential. This requires transformation of business activities,
processes and competencies. The good news is this need not be expensive and many elements can be
implemented rapidly.

A recent McKinsey study in partnership with the US Aerospace Industries Association, found that advancing digital
maturity could improve annual EBITDA across the industry by US$20bn. Implementation can improve
maintenance, automation, performance and quality with faster decision making, improved information, improved
customer service and increased operational efficiency.

However, despite the IR4.0 promotional efforts made by the Malaysian government, and the demands of
aerospace OEMs, many companies do not see this as a high priority. According to a survey carried out by the SME
Association only 26% of local SMEs had chosen digitalisation or e-commerce as a key strategy.

MAIA is therefore encouraging members to consider how digitalisation can support your business and to offer
suggested first steps using examples from members. It is important to note that technology implementation alone
is not sufficient as it needs to be integrated with a broader more cohesive business strategy to improve program
execution.

Composite Technology Research Malaysia (CTRM) started such an initiative in 2016 to meet the demands of their
client OEMs. They established a roadmap derived from their operational environment with a clear aim to position
the company as a supplier of choice. With leadership commitment the roadmap placed digital transformation as
part of CTRM’s core strategy. CTRM have now implemented more than 65 initiatives covering Finance, Operations,
R&T, Quality and Supplier Management. This has improved efficiency of tasks, customer interactions, minimised
human error and improved productivity.

Digitalisation can therefore offer a critical advantage with greater visibility on downstream engineering and
operations. Smart factory manufacturing, as adopted by T7, utilises internet-connected machinery to remotely
monitor their automated cleaning and plating processes. Sensors can also be used on critical materials or finished
goods enable tracking and localisation, further increasing the efficiency on the factory floor.

Confidential and Proprietary of CTRM. Strictly for review only

2

CTRM DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION FRAMEWORK
Operational Excellence & Customer Protection Through Digital Platform…

Digitization
Of everything

Centralization
Of access

Integration
Of systems1

• Hard copy to 
paperless conversion

• Excel based to Web -
based (PHP platform)

2 3
• Intranet access
• System dependence -

Systematic data 
storage, archiving

• Secure access  –
traceability & 
accountability

• Cyber security - highly 
protected from 
external threats

• Way of life – enhance 
operation efficiency

• Integrity – single data 
source, prevent 
duplications, real time 
update

• Customer centric –
protection of QCD
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Automated dashboards enable the tracking of task and work completion status, material and tool management,
tracking of manpower and equipment status/utilisation rate, as well as allowing data visualisation and analytics
to gain new insights and make data-driven decisions. This has helped CTRM increase productivity through the
monitoring and control of daily production output through 34 LCDs installed on the floor that allow prompt
action and mitigation.

The need to design and develop new products faster at less cost is driving new agile product development
processes to innovate and collaborate in design for aircraft, systems and components . In aircraft product design
a digital twin can be used to offer a virtual digital counterpart. This can record changes made to the aircraft
during its lifetime, as well as predicting future problems and modelling the effects of modifications before they
are made. Using digital twins can speed up aircraft testing and certification. Digital twins can also be used to
optimise production processes to improve quality and reduce cost, to manage capital-intensive manufacturing
resources and processes, to accelerate their production ramp-up, and to incorporate new manufacturing
technologies and improve logistics. An excellent paper on this subject compiled by the US Aerospace Industries
Association can be found under aerospace reports of our members website.

Digital threads are a collection of integrated solutions, software and best practices digitalised to provide visibility,
collaboration, automation and traceability within a domain whilst enabling connections to other digitalised
domains. Digital thread-based solutions enable multi-disciplinary processes, greater productivity and innovation,
and weave relevant data together to present a rich, full view of product, production and process in a coherent
manner encompassing the entire product lifecycle. Deloitte’s research indicates that employing digital threads
enables 7%–10% throughput improvement, 35%–45% reduction in engineering hours/unit, 25%–40% reduction
in labour.

A product design and engineering digital thread provides an integrated, agile and open ecosystem to accelerate
product development. Further, a digital thread has the capability to transform classical engineering approaches
to include new materials to better simulate and predict the parent material properties in manufacturing using
virtual and augmented reality. Product complexity is driving new regulatory requirements, which also increases
the verification burden which now represents up to 75 percent of the product development costs. A digital
thread for verification can help make certification an integral part of the overall product development process
and allow companies to create a cooperative relationship with the regulatory authorities.

A manufacturing digital thread can orchestrate production processes and bring relevant production data to every
aspect of program development. It proves concept viability of products by including manufacturing feasibility
analyses through simulation early in the design process. It validates production readiness with detailed
manufacturing planning and virtual commissioning and incorporates design changes quickly to the factory floor
to reduce re-work.

The GE approach through use of digital threads, as shown below emphasises the important linkages throughout
the product life cycle. This includes the aftermarket. To leverage on the wealth of operational data without
expensive, time-consuming investments requires focus on data integration. One area is access to real-time
planning updates with maintenance planning, specifically in areas such as aircraft availability, task yield and
hangar utilisation to modify aircraft inductions and retirements and adjusting resource levels on changing
utilisation levels.

The drive for higher reliability resulting in a longer asset life and better methods to estimate operational costs is
encouraging digital threads as shown by GE to offer manufacturers and service organisations the ability to
support complex products. Aircraft are increasingly being equipped with sensors enabling advanced analytical
methods to determine the condition of in-service equipment, allowing operators to make proactive decisions to
aid failure prediction and prevent unnecessary groundings and flight schedule disruptions. This helps build real-
time forecasts on inventory requirements and to direct where inventory should be held to optimise cost and
response times. This leads to significant cost and working capital improvements and greater asset availability and
increased on-time performance.
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A digital twin can also support maintenance and operations and improve the entire supply chain. Expeditors has
employed such digital twin technology through its ‘Living Model’ application which offers diagnostic capability to
measure the performance of their supply chain and diagnose opportunities for continuous improvements in
efficiency, provisioning, cost reduction and innovation.

ExecuJet MRO Services set up a steering committee to review suitable ERP systems to meet their organisation’s
requirements. One project focused on processes associated with quality, safety, risk and training across their
global sites. ExecuJet also rolled out cloud-based ERP software in the operations of MRO business as well as
ground handling, cloud-based accounting software, e-learning software, a cloud-based human resource
management suite and paperless and online technical publication subscriptions for all aircraft models. Whilst
there was additional cost in raising awareness and training and in the documentation process, digitalisation not
only increased automation and control it provided an auditable trail and reduction of paper usage as well as
better communication and integration between regions.

As more project teams work remotely and supply chains are distributed across the globe, collaboration and
effective management of the supply chain become more challenging. A digital thread can provide an interface
between functions and suppliers for improved collaboration. It builds the comprehensive link to source selection
and contract deliverables throughout the product lifecycle. Others have begun to pilot blockchain across the
supply base to improve traceability and employ digital procurement methods to analyse spending data and
automate sourcing. Air Asia Digital Engineering has embarked on a project working to offer blockchain solutions
in both supply chain and operations. Such maintenance data through the application of data analytics and AI can
be used to better forecast parts and materials. The use of smart trucks and robots to automate parts movements
on the shop floor minimising tedious or in some cases hazardous tasks are being employed within the GKN engine
component facility in Johor. GKN also have the ability to remotely monitor and change software on much of their
automated shop floor equipment.

Through digitalisation, aerospace manufacturers, aftermarket service providers and operators and their supply
chain partners can make better informed decisions. Adoption of technology, however, is only half of the IR4.0
equation. To thrive in this new environment companies must ensure that their workers are properly equipped
through upskilling and reskilling. Through some of the examples shown by our members we have illustrated that
it is equally important to create a tailored roadmap and to start on a relatively small scale. This will help build
confidence and show that such investment can bring real returns. Finally, members will be pleased to know that
various grants are available subject to eligibility. These are highlighted in detail in the full report on digitalisation
which can be found in the members section on our website.

David Jones
Managing Director, MAIA
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Date Event Summary 

20th – 22nd
September

2022

MRO Aviation Week
Singapore

MRO APAC offered an opportunity for the Malaysian MRO

industry to demonstrate its capabilities and to review the

latest issues and concerns of operators, OEMs, MROs

service providers and suppliers.
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18th – 20th
October

2022

MRO Aviation Week
Europe

An event t bring together airlines, MROs, OEMs, lessors,

suppliers to explore and define the future of the aviation

maintenance industry.

25th – 26th
October

2022

Engine Forum Kobe, 
Japan

A supply chain event dedicated to aero-engines, turbines

and other propulsion and power generation equipment.

2nd – 5th
November

2022

Indo Aerospace 2022 
Expo & Forum

An expo and forum to connect governments and state-

owned companies with the private sector in aerospace,

airport technology, commercial aviation and security.

22nd
December

2022

Dialogue with Tengku 
Zafrul the new MITI 

Minister

MAIA briefed the new MITI Minister on the current

developments and issues facing the Malaysian aerospace

industry.

7th – 9th
November

2022

RPAS Symposium 
2022

This symposium is one of the premiere Remote Piloted

Aircraft Systems (RPAS) events worldwide, focused on the

technology, operations, and certification of RPAS.

29th Nov -1st 
Dec

2022

Aeromart Toulouse
MAIA led a trade mission to the Aeromart Toulouse on

behalf of our members to demonstrate Malaysian

capabilities and generate manufacturing opportunities.
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Date Event Platform Admission fee

6th – 9th Feb 
2023

PNAA 2023 
Aerospace 
Conference, 
Seattle

Physical Based on rental 
space

22nd -23rd Feb 
2023

Business 
Aviation 2023 
Forum, Kuala 
Lumpur

Physical Members: 
USD250

28th Feb-
5th March 2023

Avalon 
International 
Show, 
Melbourne

Physical Based on rental 
space

1st – 2nd March 
2023

MRO Middle 
East Aviation 
Week, Dubai

Physical Based on rental 
space

6th – 9th March 
2023

HAI Heli Expo, 
Atlanta

Physical Based on rental 
space

21st – 24th

March 2023
Vietnam 
Aviation Forum, 
Hanoi

Physical Based on rental 
space

4th -6th April 
2023

Aeromart
Montreal

Physical Based on rental 
space

23rd – 27th May 
2023

Langkawi 
International 
Airshow 2023

Physical Based on rental 
space
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
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ADVERTISEMENT  

Visit MAIA
website

Click here

https://maia.my/

